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a q u il in a : a sheaf of epigrams

INTERVIEWS
S il l y

Miss Venus sat for an exam, with interview and p a ssed:

. DE T ER MI NA N TS O F

MONEY S U P P L Y

IN MA-LTA

Good marks for good loo k s.

Clever Miss Plaingal sat for the same exam, with interview and failed:
She.burned her:books.

THE SCHOLAR
T w elve letters of the alphabet strung after his name:

:A fine sch olar!’ I thought, but when he spoke, what shame!

THE SPRING

I found the Spring dried up; I cried, went back like a chidden
boy,
But now the Spring flows with water again and I cry for joy.

MYSTERY

I looked into the water and saw a face I had never seen before,
The face of Leah or Delilah — a Saint or a Whore.

FIN DE SIÈCLE
Homo Sapiens lea v es the stage in a hurry handing over to

Mother Night with her bats,
Making his final bow to the new masters of the globe, the
progeny of Rats.

FATH E R RORE

Father Rore, proud of his voice,
Turns his sermons into noise
That fills the aisles with strange commotion
And empties hearts of all devotions.

. . : B y M .A b ELA

T he money supply has always been a matter of concern in those econo
mies which rely mainly on.the workings of the price system to determine
production and distribution. Money in its static functionis a technical:de
vice to facilitate exchange. In .its dynamic function, through .its effect
on.the price level, it can influence the volume of production and:is there
fore a determinant of economic progress,. In countries where the money
supply can.be varied by administrative action, we find that the monetary
system represents a positive instrument of economic control. .In those
countries .in which the quantum of the money supply cannot:be regulated
administratively, .but is more or less automatic, we find that changes :in
money supply can .be taken as indicators of certain economic phenomena
at work within the economy. It;is the latter type of countries that interest
us here. In order to interpret statistics on money supply in such countries
we must understand what determines this supply. It will.be appreciated
that.the economic factors at work determining the supply of money differs
considerably between countries and therefore what follows can:be taken
only as a case study of Malta. The background is one of economic depen
dence on Importation, with a relatively small industrial sector.
Statistically the money supply .is amenable to direct measurement. It i s
defined as the sum of demand deposits and currency in the hands of the
non-banking public. It consists therefore of the total currency in circula
tion less the amounts of cash held by banksplus all deposits of business
individuals and foreigners withdrawable, by cheque or else on demand.1
The institutions directly concerned with the money supply are the Cur
rency Board which is responsible for the note issu e , and the banks as
repositories of .bank deposits, i t is pertinent therefore to describe these
two institutions.
The Currency Board and Money Supply

The Currency Board is responsible for the is s u e of local currency and
has its activities defined :by Ordinance No. 1 of 1949. This ordinance
established a local currency as legal tender in Malta at a rate of exchange
at par with the sterling, and gave the Currency Board the onus of paying
’'Time or .fixed deposits are not considered in this study as part of the money
supply.
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to any person sterling;in London equivalent in value to the currency notes
lodged with it, and todssue local currency against sterling deposited with
:it. For this purpose a ’Note Security Fund’ was created to be credited
with the equivalent of sterling o f all currency issued (other than :in ex*
change of currency already issued) and debited with sterling payments
/nade.in respect of notes lodged with the Board. The Fund can be invest
ed in sterling securities of or guaranteed by any part of Her Majesty’ s
Dominions other than ,in Government of Malta Securities. Dividends, in
terest or other revenue arising is credited to a 'Currency Note :Income:Account’ , which is debited with any expenses of the;Board. The Ordinance
also provides :that any excess of the Fund over 110 per cent of the notes
in circulation shall;be passed to the 'Consolidated Revenue Fund’ .
In order to be able to understand better the mechanics of the Board we
will assume for the sake of simplicity that there are no banks on the Is
land. :As we have seen the ,Board has no banking functions and therefore
the money supply in such a simplified model would be equal to the notes
in circulation :is sued by the Board. There will not be any banking depo
sits or advances as by law the Board is not empowered to lend or borrow
locally. All transactions will have to be carried out in cash. If a national
desires to import goods or services from abroad he will affect payment by
lodging cash with the Board in exchange for sterling in.London. The cash
lodged with the:Board commits suicide and is withdrawn from circulation.
Similarly if a national decides to lend abroad he will exchange local notes
for sterling through the mechanism of the Currency Board with which he
can purchase foreign securities. From the money supply point of view there
will be a withdrawal of currency from circulation. In this way a decreasing
currency :in circulation would reflect additional expenditure or additional
lending abroad. On the other hand if nationals export goods or services
they w ill:be paid in foreign currency which can be changed into sterling
and deposited with the Board's agent in London in exchange for local
currency. :Similarly borrowing from abroad and foreign grants will make
available sterling in London which will be converted into local currency
by the Board. In the case of this simplified model the money supply will be
determined solely by the balance of payments. If the balance o f payments
will be in equilibrium the money supply will remain static. The Board is
thus only a passive agency exchanging sterling into pound notes and vice
versa. _The government cannot pump more money into circulation by defi
cit budgeting, as this would entail a Fiduciary Issue2 which is debarred
by law. A surplus balance of payments will have its counterpart in an
increased money supply whilst a deficit will cause it to contract.
2 The issue of notes against local securities is known as a Fiduciary Issue,
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The Banks and Roney Supply

We are now in a position to complicate our model by bringing into the
picture the activities of the commercial banks. The banks can be looked
upon as Intermediaries between savers and investors. When a person
deposits money the bank can do one of three things, it can either keep
the cash in reserve, invest it locally by means of overdrafts or advances,
or invest it in foreign securities. By definition we know that the cash re
serves of the banks are not considered as part of the money supply, and
therefore any change :in the liquidity policy o f the banks will affect the
money supply. The question to be answered is whether we can anticipate
violent changes in the liquidity policies of the banks. We know that the
banks have two conflicting interests. On the one hand is their desire to
maximise their profits and on the other is the requirement to maintain
the confidence of their customers by means o f a considerable degree of
liquidity. The desire for liquidity can be broadly defined as the capacity
to produce cash on demand for deposits. This can be brought about ;if the
banks keep an adequate ratio of cash.to total deposits. This 'cash ratio’ 3
in some countries is a matter of convention (notably in the U.K.) .in
others it is statutory (notably in the U.S.A.]. It will be appreciated.that
if a way could be found whereby the unproductive cash asset is invested
without impairing the liquidity of the bank, the cash ratio would dwindle
to negligible proportions.'This is more or less what happens through the
workings o f the Currency Board, The Banks can invest their liquid assets
in short term loans on the London Money market and when thexrcustomers
need more cash, in a matter of hours, the banks can transfer their short
dated loans to the Board in exchange for cash. For this reason cash hold
ings of the banks are expected to be negligible. The banks will keep
enough cash to carry on their day to day transactions knowing that any
contingencies which might arise will be accommodated via the Currency
Board. It is highly unlikely therefore that there will be large fluctuations
in the money supply due to changes in the liquidity policies of the banks,
as there is no incentive for the banks to hoard currency.
Now let us consider what happens to the money supply when the bank
decides to invest abroad the money deposited with it. Originally when
the depositor lodges his money in a bank a deposit is created correspond
ing with an identical reduction of private cash hoards, leaving the money
supply intact. When the bank decides to invest abroad, the cash deposit
ed with it is transferred to the Currency Board in exchange for Sterling
in London. The cash therefore is withdrawn from circulation and the
sIn the U.K. this ratio has been in the region of 8% sin ce 1946.
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mon®y supply has remained identically the same as it was before ïhe
deposit was made with the bank. If banks had to decide that all deposits
with them will be invested abroad then banking operations will not in
fluence the money supply. The banking system would be another passive
device working :in identically the same way as the Currency Board. In
such an eventuality changes:in the money supply can only be :in response1
of changes :in the Balance of payments position and dealings in foreign
money markets. :In actual fact, however, the banks can and normally do
decide to :invest locally. :We must attempt ;to show what happens to the
money supply when such a decision is taken. T o make the exposition
clearer:it:is:important to illustrate thisBy means of a numerical example.
:Let.us suppose that the currency in circulation :is :£20m. Let us further
assume that the:Banks have no deposits and no cash:in hand. The money
supply is then equivalent to:£20m.:At a point.in.time people decide to de
posit £2m. with the .banks, :£lm. of which .is. kept as cash on hand.by the
banks and the.other £lm. is lent to the.bank’ s customers. In such a case
we have ,£20m. currency :in circulation plus £2m. bank deposits less £lm.
cash on hand. By Banks, leaving us with a money supply equivalent to
£21m. The ;£lm. ;increase in the money supply is equal to the advances
made by the Banks to their customers. From this we can state that every
advance or overdraft made B y a Bank constitutes an addition to the money
supply. .Banking credit policy .is therefore an.important determinant of the
money supply.
From the foregoing it appears that the money supply is determined by
the state of the Balance of payments and.by Banking credit policies. An
increased supply would then mean either a favourable Balance of pay
ments, a running down of foreign assets, or else an increase in bank
advances. :With the exception of the second item these are indicators of
economic progress and increased economic activity,

Limiting'Factors to Bank Advances
The fact that banking credit policies are an important determinant of the
money supply leads us to ask what is the limiting factor to the banks’
ability to create credit. We have already stated that the .banks” conflicting
interest of profitability and liquidity have resulted in the practice of keep
ing a 'cash ratio’ . In countries with an independent monetary system this
cash ratio :is an important limiting factor to: th.e credit potentialities of the
banks. :If .jthe Banks have a correct 'cash ratio’ and decide to expand their
credits, a part of this credit would find itself back to the banks as depo
sits, The result will Be that the banks’ cash will .remain static whilst
deposits increase, and consequently the 'cash ratio’ will fall. This will
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induce the banks to .sell some of their securities for cash in order to
bring, the 'cash ratio’ back to its normal position. We have seen that
Malta’ s monetary system is dependent on the sterling"* and we have also
shown that bank cash reserves are apt to be small due to the accommodat
ing action of the Currency Board, In this type of dependent monetary sys
tem the 'cash ratio’ cannot operate as a check to excessive bank domestic
credits. There are different factors at work to limit the credit potentiali
ties of the banking system. The key to the whole problem appears to be
in the concept of liquidity. We have seen that it is the requirement of
liquidity which is responsible for the banking practice of holding a 'cash
ratio’*. Let us examine this concept in a little more detail, recalling that
Malta’ s import bill is in the region of £26ra. annually. The banks in Malta
to preserve full liquidity must be able not only to supply cash on demand
but also foreign exchange on demand. This can best be illustrated by
means of an example. If an importer decides to import a given value of
goods he can do one- of two things, he can either take cash to the bank
and ask to have it transferred to his creditor abroad, or else if the import
er has an account with the bank he can ask to have a part of the deposit
transferred abroad. In the former case the banks can transfer the cash to
the Currency Board and obtain sterling in London in exchange. In the lat
ter case the Currency Board canhot come to the rescue. The banks must
have enough foreign reserves to be able to meet his demand. If the banks
cannot meet the demands made on them for foreign exchange, Importers
would prefer to remain liquid as they know that the Currency Board will
always supply foreign exchange to the value of the local notes supplied.
If this happens the banks will lose most of their business. These con
siderations lead us to suggest an amended definition of liquidity in so far
as local circumstances are concerned. Liquidity for Maltese Banks is the
capacity to produce cash and foreign exchange on demand for deposits.
There is then a 'foreign reserve ratio’ operating in roughly the same way
as the 'cash ratio’ in countries with an independent monetary system. The
'foreign reserve ratio’ will be the ratio of foreign reserves to deposits,
and should be high enough to enable the banks to supply all the foreign
currency demanded by their clients. It will be dangerous for the banks to
go below this 'foreign reserve ratio’. Let us take the case that the banks
have the minimum 'foreign reserve ratio’ dictated by banking experience
and they decide (against their better judgement) to expand their advances.
Such an expansion of the Banks’ domestic credit would 'finance either
4 The net gain from having a local currency instead of sterling legal tender, ac
crues from the ability of the Currency Board to invest the Fund into interest yield
ing securities. In other words private hoards of cash are invested by the Board,
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domestic investment or domestic consumption. The effect in both cases
will be an increase in domestic incomes. In actual fact the rise in incomes
will be slightly higher than the increased advances due to the effect of
the multiplier.5As incomes rise, imports will tend to rise appreciably due
to the fact that the marginal propensity to import is relatively high.5 In so
far as this increased importation will be paid for.out of bank deposits there
will be an inroad into the banks’ foreign reserves. If these reserves are
not adequate the banks will start calling in their loans to have more cash
available which can be turned into foreign exchange via the Currency
Board. This is in effect the most important limiting factor to a local expan
sionary bank credit policy. The banks can only expand their credits with
impunity if they have more foreign reserves, which can only be obtained
i f the country has an active balance o f payments. It follows that if the
banks have reached their minimum 'foreign reserve ratio’ additional money
supply can only be indicative of a favourable balance of payments.
Relationship between Balance o f Payments, Bank Advances and Money
Supply
The above arguments lead us to expect a functional relationship bet
ween the three variables — money supply, balance of payments and bank
advances. .This relationship can best be illustrated by means of a set of
equations.
We have defined the money supply (S') as currency in circulation (C)
minus cash on hand by the banks (C”) plus total deposits on the non
banking public (D) less time deposits (T)
S = C - C '+ D - T
(1)
We know that an excess on the balance of payments would mean that
local earnings of foreign exchange plus foreign grants or loans are in
excess o f disbursements o f foreign exchange and local lending abroad.
This surplus o f foreign exchange (N) can be either handed over to the
Currency Board in exchange for local currency whence we would have an
increase in the Currency Board’ s reserves (lc) or handed over to the banks
in exchange of a bank deposit, in which case we will have an increase in
the bank’ s reserves (Ib) or else the additional earnings can be invested
by private residents in foreign securities whence we will have an increase
in overseas private investments [Ip), so that

N = lc + I b + lp

(2)

5 The coefficient relating the increased credit to the additional income generated
by it. The multiplier in Malta is low due to the high marginal propensities to save
and to import.
6 This is the ratio between the increase in income and the increase in imports,
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We have also two more sets of identities. We know that an increase in
the Currency Board’ s reserves must be matched by an increase in the
currency in circulation and we also know that increased bank deposits
can be utilized by the banks either to increase their cash reserves, their
foreign reserves or their local advances (A), so that we have
1c

=

(3)

C

( 4)

Substituting (3) and (4) in (1) we obtain
S = lc ~ f i ' + I b + f +

A -T

(5)

Substituting (2) in (5) we obtain the desired relationship

S+T
and

=

N-Ip + A

and /V = S + T + Ip — A

( 6)

or

Equation (6) tells us that within a given period the increase in the
supply o f money and time deposits is equal to the balance o f payments
surplus8 plus increased bank advances less increased private overseas
investment, whilst equation (7) shows that the balance of payments sur
plus Is equal to the increase in the currency supply, time deposits and
private overseas investment less any increases in bank advances,
Money Supply as an Economic Indicator
In conclusion then we can state with the help of our equations the
economic significance o f a rising money supply. If we assume no change
in bank advances, time deposits or private overseas investment then a
rising money supply would mean a surplus on the balance o f payments. If
the balance of payments is in equilibrium and bank advances show no
change, then a rising money supply can only be in consequence o f a run
ning down o f private overseas’ investment. Finally equilibrium on the
balance of payments and static overseas investment require additional
bank advances to increase the money supply. Alternatively if. the money
is falling the reverse will hold in each.of the three cases. In the first two
cases the increased money supply is accompanied by increased foreign
exchange, and hence the ability of satisfying the increased demand through
a high level of importation. In the third case the increased money supply is
not matched by increa sing foreign exchange, and if the banks have reached
the lower limit of dieir 'foreign reserve ratio’ , administrative action will
7If the Currency Board was allowed.a fiduciary issue (F) then equation (6) will
be amended by adding F to the right hand side o f the equation and equation (7)
will have —F on the right hand side,
0If the balance of payments is negative it does not invalidate the argument.
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have fo be taken to curb imports to avoid depletion of foreign reserves.
Such action will result in a demand —pull type of inflation. If on the other
hand advances are financing the expansion of the manufacturing sector,
the gap in demand can be made good by local supplies without inflationary
pressures. Thus with the progressive expansion o f the industrial sector
the banks can increase their advances, or in other words they will be
able to afford to hold a lower 'foreign reserve ratio’ .
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LITTÉRATURE

FEMME

FRANÇAISE

L a Renaissance: Marguerite de Navarre, la reine mystique

By B ianca F iorentini
Au commencement du XVIe siècle? dans le s cours seigneuriales de Bre^
tagne et de Bourgogne et dans la cour de France, on trouve le s rhétoriqueurs guindés tandis que, dans le s provinces, ce sont les cyniques
bourgeois qui triomphent avec leur âpre désir des jouissances grossières.
L e s Grands Rhétoriqueurs suivent les modèles de leurs prédécesseurs
et montrent une disposition à moraliser. Ils écrivent surtout des satires,
des épttres et des complaintes funèbres. Leur poésie-médiocre et insincère-fait recours souvent à l'allégorie, à l'abstraction héritées du Roman
de la R ose.
A la cour de France, au temp de Louis XII, le s poètes sont nombreux.
Louis XII demeure pourtant un bourgeois et aime les lettres surtout com
me un moyen de publicité, mais la reine Anne fait des efforts pour enri
chir de finesse la vie de sa cour qui montre, toutefois, une gravité comp
assée. Jean Marot et Jean Meschinôt y sont accuellis. J ean Marot rédige
des poèmes historiques et des pièces morales sans originalité. L a poésie
reste vide et abstraite, pleine d'idéalisme creux. On trouve des souffles
nouveaux avec Jean Le Maire de Beiges = le dernier des Grands Rhéto
riqueurs — qui mêle le Moyen Age à la Renaissance.
Avec les rhétoriqueurs, l'art du Moyen Age donne ses dernières preuves
d'impuissance et sa fécondité semble épujsée. L e s nobles ruinent la féo
dalité qui devient extravagante; le luxe des cardinaux et des êveques
baisse l'autorité de l'É g lise . L a littérature, en général, est pauvre d'i
dées. L 'esprit bourgeois, voué à la poursuite des jouissances matérielles,
triomphe et son oeuvre manque d'élévation morale: la femme ramasse
(pûtes -les possibilités désagréables.; donc-.énja méprise, .onda craint-..
Heureusement, la Renaissance —dont lepremier effet est celui de raminer
en France la poésie aristocratique — a la force de relever le génie français.
Mais cette révolution s'affirme lentement, par étapes. En effet, pendantla
première moitié du XVIe siècle, on trouve encore des oeuvres qui appar
tiennent au Moyen Age et d'autres qui révèlent des tendances nouvelles.
Plus tard, le XVIe siècle, affranchi par l ' antiquité comprise dans son vé
ritable esprit, éveillé à l'art par la vision de la ’ délicieuse Ita lie ', donne
les formes littéraires capables de satisfaire les aspirations nouvelles
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